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Abstract
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In late 2009, prior to the much-anticipated formal introduction of Apple’s entry into the emerging “tablet computer market,” rumors around the forthcoming Apple product were so extensive that a social media technology blog called Gizmodo felt it necessary to put together an “Exhaustive Guide to Apple Tablet Rumors” (Bilton, 2009). At this time, social media platforms consisting of multiple technology blogs and online forums featured wide ranging discussions among diverse and distributed individuals about product rumors related to this much anticipated forthcoming product—including debates over product features, possible competitors, probable uses, and release dates. Together, this discussion helped to frame expectations and emergent interpretations of not only the forthcoming “tablet” from Apple but also the nascent evolution of the tablet product market more generally. And these discussions did not go unnoticed within Apple. A Senior Vice President later discussed how they followed such technology blogs, telling one tech blogger, “We talk about this too. The same things you guys talk about, we talk about internally all the time” (DaringFireball, 2015).

In the above illustration, social media provided an arena by which dispersed individuals—such as bloggers, consumers, and industry staff—could discuss and debate anticipated forthcoming products by exchanging rumors and propositions as part of an online product rumor community. Through such rumor communities, individuals shape “technological frames” (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994) related to an evolving product market—such as in the case above, where the rumor community framed interpretations of the emerging “tablet computer” market. At the same time, individuals draw on technological frames to evaluate both forthcoming products and products released within a market. In this paper, we will describe how online product rumor communities provide the means to shape technological frames in a way not accounted for by prior models of product market evolution.
A central concern of theories of product market evolution is how products are developed and adopted through various socio-cognitive mechanisms. One key mechanism driving product adoption is how individuals draw upon technological frames to interpret and make sense of new products (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). A technological frame guides the “interpretation of what a technology is and whether it does anything useful” (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008: 791). As such, a technological frame provides cues for categorizing a product and for the appropriate performance criteria to be used to assess its use (Benner & Tripsas, 2012). Technological frames thereby guide interpretations among producers, consumers, and other institutional actors for how and whether they might adopt a new technological product, influencing the dynamics of product market evolution.

Prior research has demonstrated how technological frames are shaped by consumers’ direct experience with new products combined with information drawn from media evaluations of products and markets (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008; Kennedy, 2008; Khaire & Wadhwani, 2010; Rosa, Porac, Runser-Spanjol, & Saxon, 1999). For example, during the early evolution of the “minivan” market, the categorization of different body styles was uncertain (Rosa et al., 1999), with some vehicles reflecting more “car-like” and others more “truck-like” interpretations and associated frames. Not until consumers had direct experience with different vehicles, combined with media evaluations of offerings, did a consensus take shape on what constituted the emergent minivan market and its associated technological frames.

While direct experience and media evaluations remain important in shaping technological frames, the emergence of social media provides a new arena for such activity. Social media, when compared with traditional media, is characterized by wide access, anonymity, immediacy, interdependence, and permanence on multiple platforms (Leonardi & Vaast, 2017; Seong, 2017;
McFarland & Ployhart, 2015), and these characteristics make social media a prime candidate for
the development and transmission of rumors (Oh, Agrawal, & Rao, 2013). Through social media,
individuals can not only exchange news about products already introduced but also easily share
product rumors and provide further propositions about forthcoming products. Product rumors—
propositions about the attributes of a forthcoming product based on uncertain evidence (Fine &
DiFonzo, 2011)—can be easily exchanged via social media within online product rumor
communities.

Our objective is to develop a theory to explain how the use of social media provides a
means by which online product rumor communities—defined as collectives of individuals who
exchange propositions about forthcoming products on social media—can shape technological
frames during product market evolution. A focus on online product rumor communities allows us
to understand how collective sensemaking may take place not only after product introduction but
also before the physical product is introduced (Muniz, O’Guinn, & Fine, 2006), in the “pre-
history” of products and markets (Kirsch, Moeen, & Wadhwani, 2014; Grodal, Gotsopoulos, &
Suarez, 2015; Suarez, Grodal, & Gotsopoulos, 2015). The existence of an online product rumor
community—a form of “rumor community” more generally (Edy & Risley-Baird, 2016)—is
increasingly common across many product markets. However, the role of online product rumor
communities in shaping technological frames within product market evolution has not yet been
thoroughly examined by researchers, which may lead to an incomplete understanding of how
technological frames are formed, contested, and updated in product markets mediated by social
media. By focusing on the role of online product rumor communities in the context of
technological frames, we provide the means to guide future empirical work on the shaping of
technological frames during product market evolution.
TECHNOLOGICAL FRAMES IN PRODUCT MARKET EVOLUTION

Studies of product market evolution have largely focused on how new products are introduced into a market, experienced by consumers, and subsequently adopted or discarded (e.g. Nelson & Winter, 1982; Clark, 1985; Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008). While much research focuses on how novel products are adopted (Rindova & Petkova, 2007), ongoing product innovation also includes extensive incremental innovation (Clark, 1985). Both the introduction of novel and more incremental innovations make up the ongoing evolution of a product market (Abernathy & Clark, 1985; Clark, 1985; Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008).

For example, the evolution of passenger cars has included both incremental innovations, such as gradual improvements in the braking systems of existing vehicle models, and more novel innovations, such as the development of the hybrid vehicles that have subsequently come to define a new product category. While highly novel product introductions are more challenging for product adoption, any new product faces some level of ambiguity, as different “actors—producers, users or institutions—are unsure about what it is or how it will perform” (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008: 790). One way in which actors make sense of the direction of product market evolution is to draw on technological frames.

Technological frames are the set of assumptions by which individuals interpret product features and the potential use of a technology, and they also reflect how a technology is categorized and what are considered relevant performance criteria (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008). Different individuals can hold disparate views of a technology’s purpose, and consequently identical technological products can be viewed in different ways depending on their framing (Pinch & Bijker, 1984). Conversely, when technological frames are
shared more widely, they can provide common interpretations to inform broader collective action (Tushman & Rosenkopf, 1992; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005).

As such, technological frames serve as a cognitive basis for sensemaking (Weick, 1995), as individuals have expectations that are cued when a frame is activated (Tannen, 1979). In this way, “frames can be thought of as hypotheses about the sorts of events that may be encountered in a given scenario” (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014: 188). The activation of different technological frames can therefore help or hinder product adoption. For example, a new product may have design cues that draw from frames related to prior technologies—such as electric light fixtures drawing upon prior gas fixtures—so that consumers are afforded an easy interpretation of its function when they first experience it, facilitating quick adoption (Hargadon & Douglas, 2001; Clark, 1985; Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008).

Once a technological frame is activated, it becomes a point of reference that focuses attention, interpretation, and experience for actors to make inferences in action (Benner & Tripsas, 2012). A technological frame can further be thought of as a form of tacit knowledge structure (Weick, 1995) that enables the enactment of a product market by consumers and producers, and “for product markets to exist, the cognitive structures underlying the market must be stable across time, extended across space, and shared by many actors on both sides of the market” (Rosa et al., 1999: 68). In summary, past work has demonstrated that technological frames are fundamental to guiding the evolution of product markets.

The importance of technological frames in product market evolution leads to a question: where and how are technological frames shaped? In existing models, frames are shaped in the interactions among producers, consumers, and traditional media. Two related loci of interaction have been identified as being particularly important in shaping technological frames. The first
locus is between consumers and physical products, where frames are shaped by the direct
experience of consumers interacting with products within a market. Consumers have concepts
they have accumulated through their prior experiences with existing products, and these existing
concepts frame their initial understanding of new products (Clark, 1985), which are then updated
as they test and refine their understandings through direct experience.

For example, in the early personal digital assistant (PDA) market, some new products
drew upon themes from earlier word processing products, helping consumers draw on familiar
frames to understand the capabilities of the new PDA product (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008), but it
was only in their direct experience with competing products that a technological frame for a
PDA emerged. As consumers shared their experiences, they engaged in a “discursive discovery
procedure” (Hayak, 1978), a form of collective sensemaking (Weick, 1995) about how new
products fit with ongoing product evolution and how to appropriately frame an understanding of
them. In summary, direct experience with new products is a primary mechanism for forming an
understanding of the product that guides its adoption (Grodal et al., 2015), and, in turn, updating
technological frames regarding what the product can do, how it is used, and how it is compared
with other product technologies.

The second important locus of interaction in existing models of technological framing is
that of consumers and producers interacting through traditional media. Traditional media, such as
industry trade publications and popular press coverage of new products, provide further
opportunities for collective sensemaking (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008; Rosa et al., 1999; Kennedy,
2008; Navis & Glynn, 2010), where new frames are proffered and existing frames are shaped.
Technological framing is generated in part through taking cues in stories (Rosa et al., 1999) from
various media that “typically takes the forms of sales reports, inventory information, trade
magazine reports of ‘hot selling’ items, newspaper articles, rumors or gossip with connections to past, present, and future courses of action” (Anand & Peterson, 2000: 271).

Past accounts of the role of media in product market evolution has established how it can help to shape the technological frames in a product market, such as the legitimacy of different producers or the categorization of products that are released (Navis & Glynn, 2010; Porac, Ventresca, & Mishina, 2002; Rao, 1994). For example, as we have noted, traditional magazines and industry trade journals were instrumental in helping to shape a collective interpretation of how new products fit into the emergent “minivan” market, with implications for which producers’ designs would be adopted in this new vehicle category (Rosa et al., 1999).

While the role of traditional media in product market evolution is well-established, a further locus for shaping technological frames has recently emerged. Increasingly, social media is a location for discussion about new and forthcoming products, such as the intense interaction outlined in our opening example of technology blogs covering the forthcoming Apple tablet product. By examining the role of social media in shaping technological frames, we address the need to update and extend our understanding of technological framing and to explicitly include the role of social media. In a recent review of the framing literature, the authors noted that “further research would also benefit from a processual focus on how technological frames are constructed and evolve” (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014: 203), a point shared by other authors about the need for a “dynamic perspective of frame change as an ongoing interpretive process” (Davidson, 2006:30). We next theorize some of the key elements that underpin the shaping of technological frames in the context of social media.

TECHNOLOGICAL FRAMES IN THE CONTEXT OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media require us to revisit existing models of management and organization that were based on the characteristics of traditional media, given that “social media are technologies that enable the presentation, storage, and flow of information in ways that are difficult or impossible in other media.” (Leonardi & Vaast, 2017: 152). In this section we develop the specific characteristics of social media that are important to consider in the shaping of technological frames, after further describing in broad outlines how social media provides a platform for rumor communities.

Social media are defined as computer mediated platforms that allow communication that is visible to others and facilitates information sharing, user-created content, and collaboration (Leonardi & Vaast, 2017; McFarland & Ployhart, 2015). The affordances offered by social media mean that information can be exchanged in ways that compress time and space (Seong, 2017), allowing individuals to not only communicate across distances but also share experiences for which there is a permanent public record of the discourse over time. Social media have provided a new means of communication that is unprecedented in scale and speed (Leonardi & Vaast, 2017; McFarland & Ployhart, 2015). As we will outline in the following sections, and as is summarized in Table 1, an elaborated model of how technological frames are shaped in modern society needs to take into account the characteristics of social media working alongside traditional media.

-- INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE --

The distinct features of social media when compared with traditional media span issues of interaction, aggregation, and speed, as is outlined in Table 1. McFarland and Ployhardt (2015)
provide a broad review of how social media is distinctive from traditional media with a focus on these three domains, which is also echoed in other recent theoretical treatments of social media (e.g. Seong, 2017). First, when compared with traditional media, online social media platforms afford a much higher degree of interaction between individuals—which is based on wider access, more anonymity and interdependence. Secondly, as also summarized in Table 1, social media provides a greater ability to aggregate past experience, as information is visible for long periods of time and the record is kept distributed across social media platforms. Finally, the speed at which collective sensemaking is updated as a product evolves is much higher on social media compared with traditional media (Seong, 2017).

**Online product rumor communities using social media**

Online product rumor communities are collectives of individuals exchanging propositions about forthcoming products and make use of social media platforms that barely existed during earlier eras of theorizing about technological frames and product market evolution. Indeed, earlier scholars of product market evolution could not have imagined the scale and scope of the exchange of propositions about forthcoming products that occurs online today. This also reflects how researchers have begun to view social media as shifting the media landscape from a single public sphere into multiple segmented “interaction arenas” (Bromberg & Fine, 2002) where audiences are more active (e.g. Etter, Ravasi, & Colleoni, 2018). Such arenas host interactions with multiple actors, including focal organizations (Aula & Mantere, 2013) and other stakeholders such as investors, suppliers, and analysts. Because these arenas are partly overlapping, this enables networked narratives (Barros, 2014) and new forms of reputational dynamics and social valuations (Etter et al., 2018) that make online product rumor communities
important spheres for discussion, debate, and influence when it comes to shaping technological frames.

The concept of an online product rumor community builds on recent work on rumor communities of political discourse that has highlighted the sensemaking that occurs in that context. Edy and Risley-Baird (2016:590), for example, have noted that rumor communities provide social contexts that shape rumor activity, and that rumor is not merely passed person-to-person in a chain but is a broader collective activity stating: “thinking of rumors as collective meaning making suggests the presence of rumor communities rather than the rumor chains suggested by traditional transmission.”

This view is strengthened by other prior arguments that rumors do not always spread simply as information cascades (Buckner, 1965), but rather they are spread based on the credibility of the transmitter and the plausibility of the content relative to the social context. The credibility and plausibility reaches a threshold for the social group to transmit the rumor (Fine & Khawaja, 2005), even if the rumor may not be credible or plausible to those outside the community. Instead of blindly spreading rumors, participants of a rumor community, upon hearing a rumor, ask themselves, “Are these claims that could reasonably be thought likely to happen within the world as we know it?” (Fine & Khawaja, 2005:190). This parallels Weick’s (1995) distinction between sensemaking and interpretation as one of invention and discovery, respectively. Sensemaking is a process of generation, “which emphasizes how images of a wider reality are created, maintained and rendered objective” (Powell & Colyvas, 2008: 284). In summary, rumor communities act as a nexus for sensemaking about forthcoming products among distributed and diverse individuals.
While we began with an example from Apple, a company whose anticipated product introductions are famous for generating rumors, there are a vast array of other product markets that feature this dynamic—including automobiles, consumer electronics, medical devices, recreational equipment, cultural products such as movies or video games, and many others. For example, an online product rumor community regarding innovations in photography recently consisted of individuals exchanging product rumors about a potential new class of “focus-free” camera, with individuals discussing this potential innovation across a number of blogs and forums.

Across various social media platforms, individuals may build on early rumors with their own further product propositions, adding new information as it becomes available. Taken together, individuals engaging in discussions across blogs, forums, and other social media define an online product rumor community devoted to a domain of shared interest. In summary, online product rumor communities afford new opportunities for debating and updating rumors and propositions, and we will demonstrate how this in turn shapes technological frames.

Roles of producers, consumers, and traditional media

With the advent of online product rumor communities, the role of producers, consumers, and traditional media shift, as we also outline in Table 1. Before social media, producers influenced technological frames by traditional marketing and public relations activity such as making keynote speeches, issuing press releases, and through their influence on editors in traditional media. For example, in one ethnographic study of a firm launching an early variant of RFID technology, the product launch was emphasized as “an activity planned and prepared by the corporation, [which] provided an announcement of relations between the internal
constituency and members of a proposed external constituency” (Simakova & Neyland, 2008: 100). This activity was heavily controlled by the firm’s marketing department, as they endeavored to create “compelling RFID stories” that were “relevant to specific audiences, users, corporations and so on” (Simakova & Neyland, 2008: 108). With the advent of online product rumor communities, producers’ deliberative framing actions now compete with the shaping of technological frames that happens through the rumor community.

In existing models of technological framing, consumers influence frames in part through sharing solutions to problems or proposing new ways to make use of a product—perhaps changing understandings of its use. One example can be seen in “turntablism,” where the record turntable was repurposed from a machine for playing music to a new, secondary frame as a musical instrument (Faulkner & Runde, 2009). With the advent of online product rumor communities, there is an additional way in which consumers may interact and shape frames, as we will develop further below.

Finally, the role of traditional media is likely to diminish in the context of online product rumor communities, as there will be social media to assist in the framing that previously was under the purview of well-controlled media channels. Indeed, traditional media now often have a social media arm to provide more immediate and dynamic aspects to their traditional methods of engagement. However, much of the activity of online product rumor communities is centered on platforms that are independent of traditional media, and so the effect will be to reduce the influence of traditional journalists and other gatekeepers in these institutions.

Above, and as we have outlined in Table 1, we have described the characteristics of social media that motivate the need for new models of how technological frames develop and how online product rumor communities provide a new important additional locus for this
shaping activity. We now turn to the process by which online product rumor communities shape
technological frames.

A MODEL OF RUMOR COMMUNITIES AND TECHNOLOGICAL FRAMES

In Figure 1 we provide an overview of a model of how activity in an online product
rumor community influences the shaping of technological frames over the course of a rumor life
cycle. This model is built on extant theory of technological frames and product market evolution
that describe how technological frames are held by consumers, members of producer firms, and
by other institutional actors, such as journalists in traditional media or government policy makers
(e.g. Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008; Grodal et al., 2015; Taylor, 2010). Individuals may hold disparate
frames, or at times they may develop more collective and widely shared technological frames.

For example, the frames for what constitutes “nanotechnology” were at first not widely
shared, but over time a more collective framing of this technology developed (Granqvist, Grodal,
& Woolley, 2012). Collective technological frames as well as individual frames serve to
influence product market evolution by specifying expectations for individual products that are
released using a given technology (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008). The frames we focus on are those
that are being developed in the “pre-history” of a product (Kirsch et al., 2014), a period in which
the product is not yet released, yet there is anticipation of a forthcoming new innovation. Recent
work has drawn attention to the need to consider this nascent period of product markets (Kirsch
et al., 2014; Grodal et al., 2015; Suarez et al., 2015), as without such understanding we neglect
important path-dependent processes that underlie the full scope of product market evolution.
In the next sections we describe in detail how activity in an online product rumor community can influence technological frames. As outlined in the upper shaded portion of Figure 1, we break rumor community activity down into three phases that define the life cycle of an individual product rumor discussed within the community. Work in the sociology of rumor describes rumor as “the quintessential collective sense-making activity” (DiFonzo, Bourgeois, Suls, Homan, Stupak, Brooks, Ross, & Bordia, 2013: 379), and rumor progression encompasses three main phases (Bordia & DiFonzo, 2004). In the first phase, a nascent rumor is introduced to participants in an interested community. In the second phase, there is a deliberation of possible futures by the community—a phase we will define as “conceptual prototyping.” Finally, there is a phase of convergence and stabilization of rumor and proposition. The boundaries between these phases can be somewhat fluid, so we represent them as overlapping arrows. This process follows a model of cultural evolution (Campbell, 1969), where there is an initial divergence of inquiry, followed by convergence through collective sensemaking.

With each cycle of debating and discussing rumors about a forthcoming product, there are opportunities to influence and shape the associated technological frame. Through repeated cycles of the life cycle of a product rumor within the community, the frame undergoes repeated adjustments. As is diagrammed in the very top of Figure 1, and as will be developed next, the social media characteristics we have already outlined serve to propel the activity in the rumor community across the three phases, starting with the development of nascent rumor.

**Development of nascent rumor**
To begin to understand how a rumor community can shape technological frames, we have to first outline some of the ideas from the sociology of rumor and, in particular, why rumors arise and how they begin.

**The sociology of rumor.** Studies in the sociology of rumor have established that rumors are likely to appear in circumstances of ambiguity and shared interest. One classic definition of a rumor is that it is a proposition, passed person-to-person, with “a lack of secure standards of evidence” (Allport & Postman, 1947: 220). Allport & Postman’s insights were formulated into the stylized ‘basic law of rumor’ \( r = i \times a \), where the level rumor spread \( r \), depends on the level of interest \( i \) multiplied by the level of ambiguity \( a \). Extending this to more sociological concepts, Shibutani (1966: 165) labeled rumor as “improvised news” and argued that: “Rumor is a collective transaction whose component parts consist of cognitive and communicative activities; it develops as men [sic] caught together in an ambiguous situation attempt to construct a meaningful interpretation of it by pooling their intellectual resources”. In our context, a product rumor is a proposition about the attributes of a forthcoming product, with uncertain evidence of its veracity. Such rumors arise under conditions of ambiguity and shared interest about forthcoming products. Rumor can be seen as an interpretive act, where “rumor reflects the future as filtered through the recent past” (Fine, 2007:6).

**The effect of wide access and anonymity.** Wide access and anonymity makes social media platforms ripe for producing and disseminating product rumors. Participants in an online product rumor community include those actors highlighted in prior work on sensemaking in product markets (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008; Rosa et al., 1999), such as consumers, producers, industry analysts, and journalists. Any of these actors can serve as core participants, actively
contributing to discussion, or more peripheral participants, rarely if ever posting material and merely reading the discussion.

A new actor also appears with the advent of social media: the “tech bloggers.” Tech bloggers are individuals who “create and disseminate news, opinions, reviews, advice, and other information about technology developments” using social media platforms (Vaast, Davidson, & Mattson, 2013: 1070). Furthermore, “[i]n contrast with journalists’ practices of fact checking and protecting sources, bloggers are more likely to distribute rumors and opinions, to let the ‘truth’ emerge through conversations with each other and with readers and to link to their sources (typically other bloggers)” (Vaast et al., 2013: 1072). Research has shown that tech bloggers have carved out a role and an identity distinct from traditional journalists in their discursive practices, focusing on discussing current and forthcoming innovations in a highly iterative and social manner (Vaast et al., 2013).

With wide access and anonymity, an online product rumor community is characterized by fluid boundaries of membership (Seidel & Stewart, 2011). Wide access lowers barriers for participation and information consumption (Faraj et al., 2011), and individuals can access these social media platform technologies from work, home, or on the go using mobile devices (Treem, Dailey, Pierce, & Leonardi, 2015). In the online product rumor community, participants typically employ usernames or avatar identities, providing the perception of anonymity in contrast to face-to-face interactions, and increasing the likelihood of rumor activity (McFarland & Ployhart, 2015).

Who starts nascent rumors? Many of the social media platforms that form a product rumor community are structured as blogs (Droge, Stanko, & Pollitte, 2010), with a front page resembling a rolling newsreel with commenting mechanisms and an associated forum for further
discussion and commentary. Participants scan diverse sources for new information and, as they 
become aware of rumors, they promote these rumors on these platforms. This practice 
establishes attention from further core participants, such as consumers and analysts, who 
themselves are dealing with the ambiguity inherent in the evolution of the product market and 
who may offer rumors to the community themselves. Tech bloggers and other core participants 
active in the community at this stage may present several rumors, not all of which may be taken 
up with the same level of interest. Core participants will have built reputations around 
involvement in this process over the course of several product rumor life cycles. This reputation 
grants core participants, especially certain tech bloggers, a legitimacy in framing product rumors 
as “improvised news” (Shibutani, 1966).

There is a natural audience for rumor, such as potential consumers who share a common 
interest in the evolving understandings and “market cues” (Porac, Thomas, & Baden-Fuller, 
1989) that signal possible product attributes and price-points. A high level of interest can be due 
to many factors: for example, consumers may have interest in learning about products within a 
new market category based on the high relative cost of a purchase, such as seen in behaviors of 
consumers in the automotive sector (Rosa et al., 1999). They may also have interest due to the 
identification they have with a certain brand (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Analysts may have 
interest in an area due to the need to conduct primary empirical research and produce guidance 
notes for investing clients, or stake their professional claim on a domain (Hsu & Hannan, 2005; 
Zuckerman, 1999). In the relative absence of information from legitimate sources, the online 
product rumor community serves as an “informational black market” (Kapferer, 1990: 9) where 
individuals can gain insight about product market evolution.
Seeding propositions that influence initial frames. Rumor, as a constructive form of provisional meaning, can provide a platform upon which further propositions are based. For example, an initial rumor may deal with what producers might enter a market. Further propositions might be offered on what features their innovations may include if they do. While rumors include propositions without secure “standards of evidence” (Allport & Postman, 1947) in terms of who has transmitted them, other propositions may have known sources, further providing a thread of texts that together establish discourses on a possible new innovation. A rumor can serve as the starting point upon which a series of further posts is created at a later point in time. Rumor will not simply propagate as a social contagion, but instead may start and stop at different points in time, in a process called ‘rumor recursion’ (Kawachi, Seki, Yoshida, Otake, Warashina, & Ueda, 2008). Under certain circumstances, rumor is a generative form of social cognition (Bordia & DiFonzo, 2004), where rather than being evaluated because of the credential of the initial speaker, it is judged on its plausibility by audiences (Fine, 2007). As a rumor evolves, it can serve as a form of sensemaking independent of the ultimate veracity of the initial proposition.

As individuals consider rumors and associated propositions, they draw from initial technological frames that influence their understanding of the situation. In turn, initial rumors and propositions can influence which initial frames are drawn upon to make sense of the situation. Past work on technological frames has described how new events—such as a new technology or other shocks—can both activate existing frames as well as begin a process of exploring for new frames (Davidson, 2006), and the awareness of a new rumor can trigger this process within a rumor community. As we indicate in Figure 1, the development of nascent rumors seeds propositions to the frames of producers, consumers, and others. Akin to the role of
information that is purposely “leaked” by producers to the market (Hannah, McCarthy, & Kietzmann, 2015), propositions seeded from rumor communities can result in the initiation of certain technological frames that will start to shape the initial understandings on which the evolution of the product market depends.

**Conceptual prototyping**

In the rumor community, increased discussion and debate around different rumors and propositions will lead to “conceptual prototyping.” Conceptual prototyping involves community participants testing out propositions using the immediacy afforded by social media for experimentation, as well as the interdependence among individuals as they build upon each others’ propositions. Studies in the sociology of rumor describes “effortful processing” (Bordia & DiFonzo, 2004) of a rumor and related propositions among participants as a rumor unfolds, which is the dynamic we capture here. In this section, after considering how two particular aspects of social media propels activity in the rumor community, we discuss how the participants broaden from core participants to include more peripheral participants in the community and how this phase is marked by collective sensemaking increasing the range of options for reframing.

**The effect of immediacy and interdependence.** While all of the distinctive characteristics of social media are important, immediacy and interdependence play a central role at this stage of rumor progression. Rumor communities use of social media means they are able to provide immediate updating on much faster cycles than with traditional media (McFarland & Ployhart, 2015), propelling the use of social media as an arena for debate and discussion. The effect of this
is that the rumor community is more effective for real-time collective sensemaking among diverse and distributed individuals.

Using social media, participants are able to build on each others’ propositions about a future state of affairs, highlighting how social media enables interdependence (McFarland & Ployhart, 2015). Some participants may participate due to the opportunity to further establish their reputation in dealing with rumor, as seen in other forms of community organization (O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007). With other, less engaged participants, identification with the community may be less and, as Shibutani notes, “where ego-involvement is low, rumors may be passed on for amusement” (1966: 165). These participants may be driven in part to participate by the intrinsic enjoyment of participating in a community that builds and extends propositions about forthcoming products.

Prior research on open source software (von Krogh, Haefliger, Spaeth, & Wallin, 2012), vehicle design (Seidel & Langner, 2015), and consumer products (Baldwin, Hienerth, & von Hippel, 2006) have demonstrated how interdependent community members are willing to engage for the enjoyment of collaborating on product innovations. The same dynamic can be expected in relation to exchanging rumor and propositions on forthcoming products, and the ease by which social media provides both immediacy and interdependence helps to propel rumor community activity at this stage, drawing in more perspectives.

**Collective sensemaking influencing frame expansion.** Conceptual prototyping is, as we are defining it, different from the physical prototyping that characterizes much of the behind-the-scenes work within producer organizations (e.g. Hargadon & Sutton, 1997) and from the user prototyping that occurs in other online settings (e.g. Jeppesen & Frederiksen, 2006). Conceptual prototyping, as we conceive it, is concerned with a collective testing out of propositions about
forthcoming products within a realm of discourse, not testing actual products, and this implies
two things: that the collective sensemaking process may lead to new propositions for a product,
and that discourse within an online product rumor community is subject to similar processes of
divergence and later convergence as is seen in physical prototyping.

Practices common in physical prototyping will be expected within conceptual prototyping
as well. For example, one would expect the extensive use of analogy in evaluating additional
propositions for a forthcoming product. The use of analogical processes in innovation is well
established. For example, product designers at IDEO were found to use many analogies that
drew from their experience across industries in the development of new physical prototypes
(Hargadon & Sutton, 1997). More generally, generating prospective solutions to problems often
entails reaching out to other domains and then “stretching, bending, and positioning” these
analogous solutions (Glaser, Fiss, & Kennedy, 2016). For example, a community participant in a
smart phone rumor community who has experience with a curved TV may start a rumor that
there a curved smartphone might be introduced by making an analogical extension to curves in
TV technology. A new proposition for the forthcoming product might then be added, using the
base rumor as a starting point. Studies of the digital photography industry showed how
individuals used analogies grounded in technological frames in their current industries as they
considered their entry into the market (Benner & Tripsas, 2012). Analogical reasoning has been
found to be a powerful dynamic in framing generally (Gavetti, Levinthal, & Rivkin, 2005), and
the use of analogy within conceptual prototyping in the rumor community can therefore also
work to shape associated technological frames.

A second practice expected at this phase is rewarding novelty. After an initial product
rumor, individuals may be rewarded for providing novel extensions to the propositions, as
individuals generally receive intrinsic rewards for building on the ideas of others (McLure
Wasko & Faraj, 2000; von Krogh et al., 2012). In our example, individuals might build on the
curved smartphone case to propose that it would lend itself to a palmprint identity reader at the
back, since it would follow the curve of the hand holding it. The cumulative effect of the first
two practices is a widening of the propositions circulating within the community that could
extend far beyond the initial rumor.

How does this widening of propositions influence technological frames? With a greater
number of propositions, individuals will also be working across an expanding number of frames
by which to make sense of the possibilities afforded by widening propositions. For example, in
the development of one of the first eBook readers, there was a question of whether the primary
technological frame was to be “computer-like” or “book-like” (Seidel & O’Mahony, 2014). A
“computer-like” frame would imply that one would scroll through text, such as on a computer,
whereas a “book-like” frame would imply you page through text, one page at a time. While in
the case of the eBook, these competing frames were worked out differently among developers in
each organization. With the advent of online product rumor communities, propositions about
different ways to get through text—such as scrolling, page turning, or other means—would
expand the repertoire of frames considered for the emerging eBook product market. The online
product rumor community as an arena for conceptual prototyping serves as a space whereby
individuals may discuss and debate propositions about the future, enabling them to update
associated technological frames at the same time.

Frame expansion is a process that has been seen in other contexts, but usually this is seen
as a directed process by which managers seek to try out differing frames for some directed
propose. For example, in a parallel process of “framing contests” (Kaplan 2008), individuals
within organizations advance different narratives about future development drawing on different frames. Often different frames compete within an organization (e.g. Barrett, Heracleous, & Walsham, 2013; Leonardi, 2011; Mazmanian, 2013; Treem et al., 2015), but we draw attention to the frames that can compete within a community that is engaging in purposeful sensemaking regarding what frames are appropriate to a future course of action.

During this stage, there still may be no stable direction within the rumor community and still a wide variety of frames in play, with different and incongruent frames used by different actors. In addition, different actors will be more receptive to updating their frames depending on their situation. For example, producers vary in their perceived competitive position: An incumbent that has considerable market power may be blind to the challenges of ongoing product market evolution and may be drawing on outdated frames (Tripsas & Gavetti, 2000). Individuals within such organizations are unlikely to seek out arenas to test their ideas and conceptions of forthcoming products. In contrast, other producers may perceive a high degree of rivalry, either from drawing upon their own prior experience or from clear levels of competitive threat (Benner & Tripsas, 2012) and therefore be more open to updating associated technological frames.

**Proposition stabilization in the context of interdependence and permanence**

Past studies of the sociology of rumor have demonstrated how following expansion of rumor, there is a convergent dynamic whereby rumors and propositions stabilize into a dominant proposition (Bordia & DiFonzo, 2004; Shibutani, 1966; DiFonzo et al., 2013). As we will describe in this section, during this phase participants seek coherence across propositions. This, in turn, will be reflected in the cognitive embedding of the dominant propositions (Porac & Rosa, 1996), with the dominant propositions featured on the main pages of online community blogs.
This practice has sometimes been termed a form of “innovation journalism” (Carroll, 2009; term coined by Nordfors, 2001) or “technology innovation discourse” (Vaast et al., 2013) where dominant propositions about forthcoming events are widely shared, and we will describe how this in turn provides sensegiving opportunities to different stakeholder groups (e.g. Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991), which in turn can shape the development of a collective technological frame.

The effect of interdependence and permanence. The interdependence and permanence of social media propel activity in this phase (McFarland & Ployhart, 2015), and continued interdependence means that individuals have the ability to resolve among themselves varied interpretations of rumors and propositions, as they work toward a likely dominant proposition.

As with other online communities, such as in open source software development, a core group of participants work across the contributions of different individuals and have the reputation to advance certain propositions more strongly (O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007). In rumor transmission generally, Shibutani (1966: 165) reflected on how core members seek coherence among different viewpoints: “whenever ego-involvement is high, … critical ability is likely to be enhanced. Reports are examined for adequacy of sources and for plausibility, and chances for personal intervention with private views that are cathartic are held to a minimum.” Core members of the community—such as tech bloggers and repeated contributors—would be expected to engage in interdependent practices to stabilize rumors and propositions into a dominant proposition.

Emergent research on “creative synthesis” advances that innovative concepts are continually tested for coherence with each other, as a form of synthesis (Harvey, 2014). We know from prior research that development teams working together look for coherence not only
among the attributes of the physical products they are developing but also in their associated concepts (Seidel & O’Mahony, 2014). Extending this to the domain of rumors and propositions about forthcoming products, this final phase of the rumor process is expected to focus on establishing coherence. In our smartphone example, community participants may at this stage test for coherence among rumors of a curved smartphone design and propositions of added features that would consume battery life, debating plausible combinations that fit past experience in smartphone design concepts.

The permanent record of past discussion across social media helps in the effort to establish stabilization. All past views are searchable on social media, and so those who are most central are able to aggregate insights from across the community to propose a synthesis regarding the forthcoming product innovation. Certain core participants—tech bloggers and others who have established reputations among peers—are likely to serve as key arbiters of the dominant proposition that in turn will influence collective frames for thinking about the evolving product market. As core participants gather and synthesize propositions through coherence testing, they are compiling material for inclusion for future dissemination of the dominant proposition. Another way to conceptualize this activity by core participants is through innovation journalism which is concerned with, “reporting about the people, processes, practices and politics associated with innovation, be they related to computer technology trends, health and medicine” (Carroll, 2009). The practitioners of innovation journalism on social media are tech bloggers, who have established a distinctive domain of reporting out the direction of forthcoming products (Davidson & Vaast, 2009; Vaast et al., 2013), and these individuals as well as other core players are able to engage in sensegiving, serving to help to shape a collective technological frame.
Sensegiving influences the collective technological frame. As a proposition stabilizes, it has the potential to influence diverse technological frames into a collective frame through sensegiving by key actors. One practice that facilitates this is what is known in some online communities as a “rumor roundup,” as illustrated at the beginning of this article, where tech bloggers provide an overview of state of the “uncertain knowledge” (Fine & DiFonzo, 2011) circulating in the online product rumor community. In the rumor roundup, core participants summarize what has been considered in evaluating rumors and what they are advancing as the dominant proposition. In our smartphone example, a summary of different curved smartphone rumors might be reviewed by a tech blogger, who then summarizes what they consider the most likely: a curved smartphone of a certain dimension with certain attributes—such as two cameras but no palmprint identification device. Among different core participants—such as different tech bloggers and highly engaged consumers—there may be some disagreement about some attributes, but overall a dominant proposition is likely to take form.

A dominant proposition will then help to influence a collective technological frame. As seen in other contexts, a collective frame is not guaranteed during times of ambiguity (Leonardi, 2011) but takes effort to resolve incongruence across frames. For example, in one government program, different actors negotiated frames into a separate “truce frame” that didn’t reflect any of their individual initial technological frames (Azad & Faraj, 2008). This truce frame was only developed after a process that included what was termed frame differentiation, frame adaptation, and frame stabilization. In the context of online product rumor communities, conceptual prototyping phase helps to expose an expansion of frames and, though extending rumors with additional propositions, the associated frames can also be adapted. In this final stage of proposition stabilization, frames themselves can be stabilized into a collective frame that may
take on elements that blend prior frames. Once propositions have stabilized into a dominant proposition, sensegiving activities as described above make it more likely that a collective technological frame is formed.

**Repeated evaluation and learning within the rumor community**

Above (and as illustrated in Figure 1) we focused on rumor community activity through one rumor life cycle, from the development of a nascent rumor though to proposition stabilization in the pre-history of a product. An expanded view situates the life cycle we described to include the period after a product is released, and recognizes that this will be repeated over multiple rumor cycles. For example, members of a rumor community dedicated to digital photography would be expected to follow a series of rumors about a stream of anticipated products, track actual products as they are released to the market, and then learn how close the community expectations have been to what is produced. In this section, we address repeated evaluation and learning within a rumor community.

The extended and repeated process of rumor community activity and technological framing, which includes both the pre-history phase followed by a product release phase, is illustrated in Figure 2. While prior models of technological framing have focused on the activities centered on when products are released to market (e.g. Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008, Rosa et al., 1999), we have extended the process backward to consider the entire process to include the pre-history of products. We will describe the entire timeline next, and we will also outline the implications of repeated evaluation and learning for expanding our understanding of technological frames and product market evolution.
As illustrated in Figure 2, with labeled arrows starting with (a), in the pre-history of a specific product, a rumor cycle generates a proposition about the forthcoming product, as developed previously, and the community also shapes the pre-history technological frame (b). Figure 2 includes the realm of product market activity, and this figure includes the implication that a pre-history technological frame can influence producers (c) as they attend to flows of information from communities (Fisher, 2018) while developing the forthcoming product.

Once a product is developed and released to the market, the pre-history technological frame (d) affects initial consumer understanding and adoption of the product, as existing frames provide a means for understanding new technologies (Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008). As consumers, producers, individuals within media, and others gain experience with the actual product, they further update their associated technological frames (e) (Rosa et al., 1999). The rumor community evaluates the actual product in light of its associated updated frame (f) and compares this with the prior product proposition. As a dominant product proposition is compared with an actual product that is released, there is the opportunity for the community to learn to adjust their expectations for future rumors life cycles (cf. Riedl & Seidel, 2018).

Several implications follow from this expanded and repeated view of rumor community activity. First, producers may be influenced by rumor communities opening up or closing down the options they consider while developing their product innovations. Since producers are able to follow discussions within the rumor community (Hannigan, Seidel, & Yakis-Douglas, 2018), the associated conceptual prototyping and the expansion of pre-history frames that develop, this may open up possibilities for consideration during the development of the product. Likewise, during
proposition stabilization, propositions and frames both converge within the community, with possible corresponding influence on producers. Pre-history frames may help to influence the specific product innovations that get produced as part of product market evolution.

A second implication of considering the full timeline is that rumor communities can learn from repeated evaluation, which implies that communities can update their ability to assess product market evolution. As previously seen in the Apple example, a reflection on lessons learned is often seen within an online product rumor community as a “rumor roundup” where rumors are evaluated and eventually compared with final products that are released. Learning is a central factor for motivation and engagement within many online communities, such as in software development (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005) or design (Riedl & Seidel, 2018). Similarly, as individuals experience successive iterations of the rumor life cycle, they will have the opportunity to observe patterns of how rumors develop and unfold in a rumor community.

Online communities circulate both explicit and tacit knowledge (Faraj, von Krogh, Monteiro, & Lakhani, 2017), and explicit knowledge in an online product rumor community might be centered around who has provided reliable sources of rumor in the past. Tacit knowledge in online communities can be seen in the unfolding understanding that takes place in the process of online conversations, where “repeated interactions, [offer] the possibility to ask contextualizing questions, the validation of answers, the mutual challenging of partial answers, the presentation of an idea, and its further refinement through dialogue [that] gradually shape participants’ comprehension of what is going on” (Faraj et al., 2017: 676). Through repeated dialogue in the community and repeated observation of how dominant propositions compared to subsequently-released products, individuals learn to adjust expectations for future life cycles of product rumors and how rumors and frames influence each other over time.
Learning to adjust expectations with regard to product rumors will be especially pronounced with core participants in the community, such as tech bloggers, due to their close attention to both explicit and tacit knowledge flows (Dahlander & Frederiksen, 2012). Therefore, such core participants, in particular, will get better at making propositions, at understanding who provides valuable information, and at synthesizing myriad sources of information over the life cycle of a product rumor. An effect of repeated evaluation and learning in the rumor community is that the community itself may develop technological frames and related expectations for forthcoming products that are not in-line with producers’ interests, forming a stakeholder group (Fisher, 2018) distinct from firms themselves. Contemporary examples of this phenomenon might include rumor communities associated with electric vehicles debating and ultimately narrowing the range of frames of what types of cars are considered socially-minded electric transportation. In summary, the presence of online product rumor communities provides not only an ongoing means by which individuals discuss emergent product innovations but also means by which a community develops its own perspective on the frames by which products may be evaluated.

**DISCUSSION**

We have investigated the role of online product rumor communities in shaping technological frames that then influence product market evolution. Our model describes how nascent product rumors form, are discussed and debated, and then stabilize over time, with different influences on technological frames in each phase. The process we describe takes place on social media platforms before products are introduced—the pre-history of the product that
will eventually be brought to market—providing a location for collective sensemaking and the shaping of technological frames that has received little research attention to date.

We believe our model makes three major contributions. First, we expand the timeline of understanding of the role of collective sensemaking in product markets by exploring how online product rumor communities use social media to generate propositions about forthcoming products and the effect on technological frames. There has been an increasing interest in how collectives work to make sense of ambiguous situations, and emerging research on “interstitial spaces” (Mische, 2009; Furnari, 2014) or “free spaces” (Rao & Dutta, 2012) looks at how “actors temporarily suspend some aspects of their identities and involvements in order to generate the possibility of provisionally equalized and synchronized relationships.” (Mische, 2009: 21). Social media platforms that host online product rumor communities provide a “free space” for individuals to purposely construct meaning around forthcoming innovations and meet their needs for synchronizing their understandings across time and space (Seong, 2017), and by expanding the timeline of this interaction to include the pre-history of products, we demonstrate the importance of these early moments in frame expansion and frame stabilization even before products are released to market.

Our second contribution is to show how product rumors can serve not only as collective sensemaking, but also a generative sensegiving role (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991) as a platform upon which further propositions are based that may, in turn, shape technological frames and associated understandings. With our focus on conceptual prototyping in a rumor community, this generative view stands in contrast to commonly held views on rumor, where the term has a pejorative connotation referring to ‘something wrong or misleading’ (Fine & DiFonzo, 2011:18). In an organizational context, rumor is often depicted as harmful with accompanying normative
guidance on how to extinguish it (Kimmel, 2004; Houmanfar & Johnson, 2004; DiFonzo & Bordia, 2000). In contrast to this pejorative view of rumor, we view product rumor as a means of both collective sensemaking and sensegiving as individuals seek to understand and determine the trajectory of future innovations, shaping associated frames and in turn opening up or closing down options considered by individuals.

Our third contribution is to propose how producer firms and online communities are increasingly intertwined, even if the firms are not actively partnering with online communities as recognized stakeholders (Fisher, 2018). In contrast to rumor communities, there are also “user communities” that are focused on actively making innovations that benefit firms, ranging in examples from computer-generated musical instruments (Jeppesen & Frederiksen, 2006) to cars and t-shirts (Langner & Seidel, 2015). In user communities participants may not only collectively create artifacts but also collectively work out how to ascribe meaning to their innovation, and user innovators can “play a decisive role in the initial creation of innovative products as well as their subsequent take-up and diffusion” (Faulkner & Runde, 2009: 442). Moving from a focus on online user communities to online product rumor communities, one implication of our model is that the collective sensemaking of forthcoming products and the associated framing may help users to more quickly “take-up” and adopt innovations once they are available, compared to situations where there is no community. Members of online product rumor communities have had the opportunity to shape the frames that will define how forthcoming products are evaluated and may develop a distinct perspective on the frames by which products may be evaluated. As we will describe, the precise dynamics of this adoption process is an important area of potential further empirical investigation.
Future research on the dynamics of rumor communities

In drawing on the sociology of rumor and connecting this work to studies of social media, we contribute to a stream of work that is recognizing how social media affects classic concepts in management and organizational theory, with recent examples exploring the impact on organizational reputation (Etter et al., 2018) and technology diffusion (Leonardi & Vaast, 2017). Recent research on social media has acknowledged in passing how it provides a platform for the transmission of rumor, but such work has not yet connected fully to the rich literature in the sociology of rumor. Thus, while research looking at the effects of social media has begun to uncover phenomena such as “echo chambers” (Leonardi, Huysman, & Steinfeld, 2013) and the spread of false claims through technology-mediated information cascades (Veil, Sellnow, & Petrun, 2011), such work to-date has not yet examined the detailed dynamics of online rumor communities and how their structure and membership may influence rumor’s role in shaping the interpretation and framing of ambiguous situations.

A first area of further research could be how the structure of social media platforms affect rumor transmission. As we discussed, early work in the sociology of rumor characterized rumor transmission as being diffused somewhat uncritically (Allport & Postman, 1947), and this has been challenged by the constructionist model of improvised news as people “are not robots who parrot automatically what they have heard” (Shibutani, 1966:14). Although rumors may cascade among similar actors according to resonant views and beliefs (Fine & Turner, 2001), it is an empirical question what types of social media platforms best enable rumoring and sensemaking and in what ways. While rumor is ontologically uncertain (Fine & DiFonzo, 2011), it is not necessarily false, and while much current effort is made to explain the transmission of demonstrably false news (e.g. Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral, 2018; Sunstein, 2009), going forward
there can be further effort to understand the generative collective sensemaking afforded in social media.

A second area of study could focus on the rumors themselves. For example, empirical research could investigate when product rumors (and their associated communities) are most likely to happen—testing the generalized “law of rumor,” probing the threshold where rumors begin, and exploring the degree to which these and other factors drive the generation and transmission of product rumors. Lab experiments or even simulation studies might be employed to model the details of rumor emergence in the context of technological framings and product market evolution.

A third area of study could be how different individuals contribute to differing degrees to the rumor community. There is already a well-established literature in organizational studies on online communities that traces the role of different individuals, such as how they gain status (e.g., O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007) or transition between core and peripheral roles (Dahlander & Fredericksen, 2012). Large scale empirical tests using data scraped from online product rumor community blogs and forums could investigate how individuals take on different roles over time, and how different individuals draw upon frames in advancing their point of view in the community, while also shaping frames in turn.

A fourth area of study would be to investigate the evolution of online product rumor communities themselves. One particular area of interest would be how such communities choose the focus of their efforts, specifically whether they focus primarily on a product line, a brand, or an entire industry. Currently some rumor communities are focused primarily on a specific brand, similar to brand communities more generally (e.g. Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001), where others are concerned with industry-wide issues. Longitudinal studies of industries could examine whether
there are patterns by which online rumor communities change their focus over time, perhaps mirroring an industry life cycle.

**Future research on the shaping of technological frames**

We have described how there has been a long-standing interest in the role of frames as a means of cuing sensemaking and structuring social contexts, particularly in situations marked by high degrees of ambiguity (Powell & Colyvas, 2008). A key contemporary concern in this domain is in explaining a more dynamic and processual view of how frames are shaped over time (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014; Davidson, 2006). Although individuals often struggle to retain old frames (Benner & Tripsas, 2012), new technological frames do develop, and we propose that the sociology of rumor connected with theories of social media provide a new lens through which to explore frame development and expansion.

Our study also points to opportunities to more deeply investigate the role of rumors and technological frames in the context of a new market category. Heeding the call from Kennedy & Fiss (2013: 1141) that “instead of starting with stable category structures” category research should instead study “substructures as an outcome and accomplishment to be explained,” our study points to a new arena by which category creation and associated technological frames may take place.

As future products are debated in online product rumor communities, the categories to which they fit are drawn upon by activating various technological frames. Past research in market categories has stressed the importance of studying meaning-making in the emergence of categories, but they often draw upon meso-level mechanisms of legitimacy as a main focus (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Navis & Glynn, 2010). Our model instead describes an important domain
that can alter the course of new category emergence, both in terms of the ability to stabilize propositions about products within the market category and in shaping the technological frames that help to structure categories themselves.

Past research has pointed to two main classes of frames that are seen in problem-solving contexts, diagnostic frames that serve to address problems and prognostic frames that address potential solutions (Benford & Snow, 2000). In some studies, such as in strategy-making, researchers have observed patterns in moving from diagnostic to prognostic frames (e.g. Kaplan, 2008) Other studies, grounded in new technologies, have found more of a mix of frames at any one time (e.g. Leonardi, 2011). Rumor and proposition within an online rumor community works to address both sensemaking of events as they are happening (a diagnostic focus) as well as to make claims about possible futures (a prospective focus). With our focus on the generative aspects of online rumor communities, especially with regard to conceptual prototyping, we would expect a mix of diagnostic and prognostic frames to be in play at any one time, but this is an area that would be ripe for future research.

**Future research on the interplay between rumor communities and firms**

Our study also has implications for future research on the dynamics between firms and online product rumor communities. Some of this research should be grounded theory building, using multiple real-world examples of online product rumor communities and tracing the effects of rumor in detail over time and across multiple organizations, expanding from past single case-studies of firms in the context of product rumors (Hannigan et al., 2018). In addition, in practice multiple firms are contesting a market, all of whom have access to the same online product rumor communities. Grounded theory building could investigate questions regarding the
strategic use of insight from online product rumor communities as a source of competitive advantage, and perhaps how some firms focus on firm-specific communities (e.g. Canonrumors.com), while other smaller firms may bridge industry-wide communities (e.g. Photorumors.com).

We have presented our model, as shown in Figure 1 and as expanded in Figure 2, as a complete cycle of the product rumor process, in common with other process models of technological evolution (e.g., Tushman & Rosenkopf, 1992). However, the life cycle of a product rumor may be interrupted by news of the introduction of the product at any time, even before a dominant proposition is formed. In such a case, the effect of such interruptions by a producer (or by others within the industry) could be investigated in terms of how this effects the shaping of technological frames and overall product market evolution. In addition, it would be interesting to explore how rumor communities learn from product announcements in addition to product releases in terms of their willingness to agree on a shared product propositions and the convergence of associated technological frames.

CONCLUSION

With the introduction and widespread use of social media, product rumors can now be shared on a scale and with a speed that was unthinkable to early scholars of rumor or to those who study product market evolution. Online product rumor communities provide an important but previously understudied component of collective sensemaking that has implications for how technological frames are shaped and the evolution of product markets. While perhaps easy to dismiss as mere hype, online product rumors provide the kernels of meaning-making that shape propositions about forthcoming products and the framing of interpretation and expectations. In
forming arenas for collective sensemaking, and as a means for conceptual prototyping, online product rumor communities deserve continued exploration as one important component by which meaning is embedded in the framing, emergence, and evolution of product markets.
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### Table 1: Comparing models of how technological frames are shaped during product market evolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus of shaping technological frames</th>
<th>Existing models of shaping technological frames</th>
<th>Elaborated model including online product rumor communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Locus of shaping technological frames</strong></td>
<td>Occurs through interactions between the producer and consumer (e.g. Clark, 1985) as well as with traditional media (e.g. Rosa et al., 1999)</td>
<td>Also includes online product rumor communities due to social media affording new opportunities for debating and updating frames (drawing from McFarland &amp; Ployhart, 2015; Cornelissen &amp; Werner 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction among individuals</strong></td>
<td>Lower, as individuals are dispersed across a market, are subject to status effects, and access is often through intermediaries</td>
<td>Higher, characterized by wide access, anonymity, and interdependence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aggregation of past experience</strong></td>
<td>Lower, as learning is confined to individuals and may be concentrated among those in traditional media</td>
<td>Higher, as permanence of a written searchable record is kept across social media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed of revision</strong></td>
<td>Lower, as revisions occur only with each product release or media news cycle</td>
<td>Higher, characterized by immediate revision in real-time on social media platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of producers</strong></td>
<td>Producers influence technological frames though “activity planned and prepared by the corporation” (Simakova &amp; Neyland, 2008:100) such as keynote speeches and product introductions (e.g. David, 1992)</td>
<td>Producers compete with online product rumor communities in framing an understanding of new products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of consumers</strong></td>
<td>Consumers influence technological frames by “sharing solutions to problems and for exchanging ideas about innovative ways to use a technology” (Kaplan &amp; Tripsas, 2008:797)</td>
<td>Consumers have increased role as within product rumor communities they debate what technological frames are relevant to forthcoming products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of traditional media</strong></td>
<td>Media influence technological frames, such a by being “editors of product categories” (Lounsby &amp; Rao, 2004)</td>
<td>Traditional media, also drawing on social media, work alongside product rumor communities in framing an emergent understanding of new products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table notes: Social media distinctive characteristics from McFarland & Ployhart (2015) are underlined.
Figure 1: The influence of social media and a product rumor community on technological frames during a rumor life cycle
Figure 2: Rumor community activity and technological framing before and after a product is released to market
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